Number of cases monitored since year of
inception:

2014/2015
2015/2016
2016/2017
2017/2018
2018
To date

152 Cases
286 Cases
848 Cases
3269 Cases
697 Cases
5252 cases monitored

What can one do when you are unhappy
with your case at court?
Contact the Department of Community
Safety: Watching Brief unit.
Members of the Unit
• Adv. Zaiboonisa Khan
• Adv. Leslie Morris
• Adv. Simvile Nonkula
• Ms Erin Matroos
• Mr. Andre Claassen
Tel: 021 483 3394

Court Watching Briefs

Court Watching Briefs
Overview
The purpose of the Court Watching Briefs
is to exercise the Province’s Constitutional
mandate to monitor police conduct and to
oversee the efficiency and effectiveness of
the SA Police Service.
What is the role of the Unit?
The Department’s Court Watching Brief Unit
(CWBU) monitors criminal cases struck off
the court roll as a result of possible SAPS
inefficiencies.  
Members conducting the Watching briefs are
required to physically visit the various courts.
They are required to listen to the proceedings
and whenever any kind of police inefficiency
with regard to the investigation or trial
process appears they must, after the matter
has been dealt with in court, approach a
member of the administrative staff in court
and request to view the charge sheet.
The Watching Brief official is then required to
ask for a copy of the charge sheet in order to
preserve the document for later validation. If
that is refused, the official should note down
all the important particulars on the charge
sheet such as the case number, the CAS no,
the cor-rect names of the accused, the date
of arrest, the date of first appearance, what
the reason for each postponement was and
any other information in the document that is
important and useful. Those notes must also
be preserved for later validation.

What happens with cases that are note
heard or scrapped?
For cases that are scrapped from the court
roll because of SAPS systemic failures are
captured and reported to the Provincial
Commissioner with the aim to facilitate a
process where reme-dial action is taken to
finalise these cases or to take disciplinary
action where necessary.
Interesting Facts
Did you know? In 2016 the Department of
Community Safety was one of the three
finalists in the Public Sector category and
was ultimately announced as the gold winner
in this category for the Watching Briefs
Programme initiated by the Department.

The Court Watching Brief Unit walked
away with the distinguished Certificate of
Commendation Star Award, in recognition
of service excellence, at the 17th annual
Impumelelo Awards ceremony held in
conjunction with the Distell Development
Trust on Saturday, 4 November 2017 at the
Arts cape Opera House.

